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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOE AERONAUTICS 

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 12?2 

INTERFERENCE OF WING- AND FUSELAGE FROM TESTS 

OF 30 COMBINATIONS WITH TRIANGULAR AND 

ELLIPTICAL FUSELAGES IN THE NACA 

VARIABLE-DENSITY TUNNEL1 

By Albert Sherman 

SUMMARY 

Tests of 12 wing-fuselage combinations employing triangular- and 
lB employing elliptical fuselages were made in the NACA variable-density 
tunnel as a part of a program to investigate at large values of Reynolds 
number the• aerodynamic effects of wing-fuselage interference. This 
program is outlined in NACA Report No. 5^0, which contains the test 
results for 209 combinations, 202 with round and 7 with rectangular 
fuselages, comprising the basic part of the wing-fuselage interference 
investigation. ......... 

The parameters of combination for the triangular and elliptical 
fuselages covered in the investigation were: vertical position of the 
wing with respect to the. fuselage axis; wing shape; and wing-fuselage 
Juncture shape. The results bear out the general conclusions advanced 
in the discussion in NACA Report No. 5^0 and provide data concerning 
the wing-fuselage interference of fuselages of triangular and ellip- 
tical cross sections. 

INTRODUCTION 

An extensive program of investigation of the interference between 
wing and fuselage was undertaken at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical 
Laboratory as part of a general investigation designed to cover the 
problem of aerodynamic interference. This program is outlined in ref- 
erence 1, which presents the.initial and basic part of the wing-fuselage 
interference investigation and contains test results for 209 combina- 
tions, 202 with round and 7 with rectangular fuselages. The discussion 
therein is fundamental in nature and may be used in the general inter- 
pretation of the interference effects of wing-fuselage combinations. 

This report is a revised version of a paper that was originally issued 
in confidential form in June 1937» 
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A continuation of the investigation is treated in reference 2 
comprising combinations numbered.210 to 237, of which 20 have 
rectangular fuselages and 8 have round. The tests of reference 2 
practically completed the study of combinations with a rectangular 
fuselage and continued the study of combinations vith a round fuselage. 

The principal object of this report is to present the test 
results for combinations numbered 238 to 267: 12 combinations with 
triangular fuselages and 18 with elliptical. The various combinations 

ije chosen to cover generally the Interference "between wing and 
selage for triangular and elliptical fuselages as affected by the 

more important of the parameters of combination. 

MODELS AND TESTS 

The models were formed of the triangular and elliptical fuselages 
shown in figure 1 and the wing models described In reference 1, 
namely, the rectangular 5- by 30-inch NACA 0012 and kkl£. airfoils and 
the NACA 0018-09 airfoil of 2:1 taper ratio. The two fuselages had 
the same nose shape, length, maximum cross-sectional area, and longi- 
tudinal distribution of cross-sectional area as the round fuselage 
of reference 1. 

The models were of duralumin, except for the brass cowled engine 
(described in reference 1) and for the Junctures and fillets, which 
were carefully formed of plaster of paris as required. They differed 
from the combination models described In references 1 and 2 in that 
the fuselages, Junctures, and fillets were in each instance finished 
with a rubbed and polished varnished surface. Comparison tests of 
combinations both with the old smooth plaster surfaces and sub- 
sequently with the new polished varnished surfaces Indicated that the 
effects upon the measured aerodynamic characteristics are well within 
the experimental accuracy except when flow conditions are critical. 
That is to say, the early flow breakdown at the Junctures associated 
with critical combinations could be somewhat delayed by the improved 
finish. Comparisons, therefore, between combinations in this report 
and those In references 1 and 2 (such as shown in figs. 7 to 9) 
should be made with this fact In mind. 

The tests comprised the following: 12 combinations of the 
triangular fuselage with the rectangular NACA 0012 airfoil, both without 
and with fillets, in various vertical positions for both the fuselage 
erect (apex up) and inverted conditions, and 18 combinations of the 
elliptical fuselage with different wings, both without and with fillets, 
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for the major axis of the section "both erect and horizontal, for 
various vortical positions of the wing, and vith a cowled engine at 
the fuselage nose.  (See table III and figs. 11 to 16.) The only ving 
fore-and-aft position considered was with the wing quarter-chord point 
at the fuselage quarter point. Zero wing incidence only was employed. 

These tssts ware performed in the NACA variable-density tunnel 
(reference 3) at a test Reynolds number of approximately 3,100,000*"ifC*t 

(effective H =» 3.200,000).  (See reference 1.) In addition, values" of 
maximum lift were obtained at a test Reynolds number of approximately 
1,1*00,000 (effective R = 3,700,000). The testing procedure and test 
precision, which are very much the same as for an airfoil, are fully 
described in reference 1. As mentioned in reference 2, however, since 
the tests of reference 1 were made, a small additional correction of 
less than -1 percent has been applied to the measurement of the dynamic 
pressure q to improve the precision of the results. 

RESULTS 

The test data are giveil in the same manner as those of reference 1, 
in which the methods of analysis and of presentation of the results"are 
fully discussed. As in the preceding reports of this series, the test 
results are given in tables supplemented by figures. Table I, taken 
from reference 1, contains the characteristics of the wings alone. 
Table II, which is a continuation of table III in reference 2, presents 
the sums of the fuselage characteristics and the interferences at 
various angles of attack for each of the combinations tested. The 
characteristics of the combinations can be determined by adding corre- 
sponding items in tables I and II. 

Table II of reference 1, which presents the aerodynamic charac-   ( 
teristics of the fuselages alone, is not continued herein because      \ 
such data for the triangular and elliptical fuselages were not obtained_;_J 
Table IV of reference 1, which presents data for disconnected combi- 
nations, is likewise not continued since no additional combinations 
of this type were investigated. 

Table III, which is a continuation of table V in reference 2, 
contains the profile diagrams, the combination descriptions, and the 
principal aerodynamic characteristics of the combinations. The values 
d/c and k/c represent the longitudinal and vertical displacements, 
respectively, of the wing quarter-chord axis measured (in mean wing- 
chord lengths) positiYe ahead of and above the quarter-chord point of 
the fuselage. The last nine columns of table HI present important 
characteristics as standard nondimensional coefficients based on the 
original wing areas of 150 square inches. Symbols used in the 
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tables are defined as follows: 

A      aspect ratio 

a      lift-curve s*lope (in degree measure) as determined in low- 
coefficient range for an effective aspect ratio of 6.86 
(This value of-the aspect ratio differs from the actual 
value of the models "because the lift results aro not 
otherwise corrected for tunnel-vall interference.) 

e      Oswald's airplane or span efficiency factor (see reference 1) 

CD     minimum effective profile-drag coefficient -'e, 'min 

JD «A ' 
n min 

Cjt    .        optimum lift coefficient, that is, lift coefficient 
°P      corresponding to Oj 

^in 

nQ     aerodynamic-center position indicating approximate location 
of aerodynamic center ahead of wing quarter-chord axis 
as fraction of mean wing chord (Numerically, n^ equals 
dCL .Cm ., /dC^ at zero lift) 

Cm     pitching-moment coefficient at zero lift about wing quarter- 
0       chord axis 

Cj.     lift coefficient at interference burble,  that is, value 
ik      of lift coefficient beyond which air.flow has a tendoncy 

to break clown as indicated by abnormal increase in drag 

CT     maximum lift coefficient given for two different values of 
'^ma2:     effective Reynolds number (see reference. 1) 

a      angle of attack, degrees 

The turbulence factor employed in this report to obtain the 
effective Reynolds number from the test Reynolds number is 2,6k-. As 
in reference 2, the values of the effective Reynolds number differ 
somewhat from those given in reference 1 because of a more accurate 
determination of the turbulence factor for the tunnel. The values of 
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the effective Eeynolds numbers given in reference 1 are, therefore, 
subject to correction "by a factor of 1.1. 

Figures 2 to 10 present the polar characteristics of practically 
all of the combinations investigated. In Borne instances, those of 
several combinations taken from references 1 and 2 are alBo shown 
for comparison» These figures show the effects of the various 
parameters of combination: vertical wing position, fillets, wing 
shape, and fuselage shape. 

Many of the combinations tested showed more than one lift-curve 
peak. Although the C35  polars cannot show these interesting 

portions because of the very high values of the associated drags, 
the character of these lift peaks can be interpreted from the 
pitching-moment curves. 

DISCUSSION 

The mechanism of the interference of a fuselage when in combi- 
nation with a wing is discussed in reference 1, and all the test 
results of- the present investigation are in accord with the general- 
izations given therein. 

Combinations with erect triangular fuselage.- The triangular 
fuselage was combined only with the rectangular HACA 0012 airfoil, a 
wing whose sensitivity to flow conditions renders it eminently 
suitable to indicate aerodynamic interference. In figure 2 are 
shown the polars for the erect triangular-fuBelage combinations, 
with the:wing in different typical vertical positions, both without 
and with ordinary tapered fillets. Changing the vertical position 
lias a marked effect, both the minimum drag and the maximum lift in- 
creasing as the wing is moved upward with respect to the fuselage. 
(See table IH.) Adding fillets causes a Rmall decrease in the 
minimum drag of only the midwing combination and has also a small 
effect on the maximum lift, decreasingly beneficial as the wing 
position is raised. 

Combinations with inverted triangular fuselage.- When the 
fuselage is inverted (fig. 3), the minimum drag and maximum lift both 
increase as the wing is moved downward with respect to the fuselage. 
(See table HI.) The effect on the maximum lift of adding fillets 
is of the same nature as for the combinations with the erect fuse- 
lage but, with respect to the maximum lift, is greater in magnitude. 
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In all these instances, for either the erect or inverted 
triangular fuselages, it appears that the maximum lift is affected 
more by the amount of ving leading edge exposed than by -whether the 
combination is high wing or low wing, This conclusion is not to 
be considered general. Were the tapered MACA OO1Ö-09 wing used instead, 
it is quite possible that the effect of vertical position upon the 
maximum lift would he opposite to that for the rectangular NACA 0012 air- 
foil. (See reference 1.) 

Combinations with erect- elliptical fuselage.- The effects of 
changing the vertical position of the wing relative to the elliptical 
fuselage axis as shown in figure h  are easily predictable from the 
results of reference 1. The interference burble occurs earlier as 
the wing position is moved downward. The midwing combination (with 
the rectangular 'NACA 0012 airfoil) has the lowest drag and maximum 
lift. The high'-wing combination has the highest maximum lift. 

Results obtained in connection with the program of investigation 
of wing-fuselage interference have proved that the use of special 
fillets may entirely eliminate the interference burble. Hence, any 
discussion of this flow breakdown is to be considered only for what 
light it sheds upon the mechanism, of aerodynamic interference. In 
the evaluation, therefore, of the relative desirability of the various 
combinations, too much consideration should not be given to the 
interference burble and its effect on the maximum lift. 

Ordinary tapered fillets on the midwing combination are known 
to be ineffective from the results of reference 1 and hence wore not 
investigated. When added to the high-wing combination^ the fillets 
have very little effect but, for the low-wing combination, thoy 
delay the onset of the Interference burble to maximum lift and 
considerably increase the maximum lift (fig. 5, table HI) . The same 
combinations with the tapered NACA 0018-09 wing substituted for the 
rectangular NACA 0012 airfoil display interference effects (table HI) 
identical with those for the corresponding combinations with the round 
fuselage (combinations 1&5, 186, 187, 230, 231, 23k  of references 
1 and 2): Fillets have little effect on the midwing or high-wing 
combinations for which values of maximum lift are high and nearly 
equal, but for the low-wing combination thoy delay the early inter- 
ference burble and raise the maximum lift to the neighborhood of the 
others. 

Different wing shapes combined with the elliptical fuselage 
in the midwing position show the interference effects that would 
be predicted (fig. 6). The cambered section and the thick symmetrical 
sections of the tapered wing are less sensitive to the presence of 
the fuselage than the moderately thick symmetrical NACA 0012 airfoil 
section. 
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A cowled radial engine at the nose has similar effects on the 
aerodynamic characteristics of "both the elliptical-fuselage combi- 
nation and the corresponding round-fuselage combination (fig. 7)• 
The drag increment due to the cowled engine is, however, decidedly 
greater for the elliptical-fuselage combination, the added drag 
probably being caused by the poorer cowling shape produced by the 
elliptical fuselage. 

Besults also are given in table IH, as a matter of interest, 
for a midwing elliptical-fußelage combination with the tapered wing 
having added a 0.20c split flap deflected 6o° (combination 259). 

C^qmbinationa with horizontal elliptical fuselage.- In very large 
airplanes the required fuselage depth may become a small dimension as 
compared with the other dimensions. The elliptical fuselage with its 
sectional ma^or axis horizontal serves to simulate such a condition.. 
"When combined-with the rectangular NACA 0012 airfoil in the midwing 
position, the horizontally disposed elliptical fuselage exhibits 
approximately the same effects as the round fuselage (table III, ref- 
erence 1). The addition of fillets has a beneficial effect upon the 
occurrence of the interference burble and the value of maximum lift. 
(See fig. 10.) The substitution of the tapered HACA 0018-09 wing 
results in a combination having improved characteristics. Enlarging 
the fillets to very large sizes slightly increases both the lift and 
drag, as would be expected. 

Effect of fuselage shape.- In figures 8 and 9 are summarized the 
effects of fuselage shape for the six different fuselages investigated 
combined with the sensitive rectangular STACA 0012 airfoil. The two 
types of wing-fuselage combination, midwing and low wing, that show 
markedly the effects of the presence of the fuselage, are used for 
illustration. 

The midwing combinations have approximately the same valueB of 
minimum drag, that for the round-fuselage combination being the lowest 
by a slight amount. The combinations with the round and the inverted 
triangular fuselages show the earliest interference burbles, and those 
with the rectangular and the erect triangular fuselages show the latest. 
The values of maximum lift, however, are approximately the same for 
the combinations with the round, elliptical, and inverted triangular 
fuselages (table III) and are lower than for the erect triangular- 
fuselage and rectangular-fuselage combinations. 

The low-wing combinations (fig. 9) have also approximately the 
same values of minimum drag, that for the erect triangular-fuselage 
combination being the lowest by a slight amount. The interference 
burbles are not so sharply defined as for the midwing combinations 
and are spread, for the different combinations, over a wider range of 
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lift coefficient. The rectangular fuselage still shows the latest 
occurrence of the "burble. 

CONCLUDING- REMARKS 

The main value of the subject report is in the data it makes 
available for -wing-fuselage combinations with the triangular and 
elliptical fuselage shapes. Very little In the way of nev con- 
clusions of a general nature are deducible. Previous to this investi- 
gation, the occurrence of more than one lift-curve peak vas not brought 
out, but since has been studied in greater detail throt'gh the use of 
improved balances. The multiple peaks occur when only a portion of the 
lifting system definitely stalls at a normally high lift coefficient, 
the rest of the system stalling some time later. This characteristic 
shows on the figures in the curves of pitching moment. The drag curves 
are usually not eztendad to sufficiently high values to encompass more 
than one peak. One fairly important conclusion reached during the 
course of testing in this investigation, although" not illustrated in 
the present results, is the. importance of unusually smooth surfaces 
at the Junctures of critical combinations as regards the stalling• 
Tliis conclusion was to be expected, however, fron, the results of air- 
foil tests alone. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Langley Field, Va., October l6, I9k6 
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TABLE I. -   AIHPOIL CEARACOEiaHEICS 

[Tatoem from reference l] 

Airfoil °L \ \/k °L 
\ 

CmcA °L \ ^cA 
„0 

rr   es   fl 
U»   —    T 

_  _  -.oO 

Rectangular HÄ.CA 0012 

Tapered NAGA. O018-O9 

0.000 

.000 

0.00 05 

.0093 

0.000 

.000 

O.3O7 

•305 

O.OO87 

.0099 

0.003 

.006 

O.92O 

.910 

0.0150 

.01W 

0.001)- 

.013 

•a= -k° a-0° a»8° 

Rectangular DACA. Mü2 -O.OO6 O.OO97 -0.089 O.298 O.OO95 -0.087 O.899 0.0136 -O.O8U 

NATIONAL ADVISORY 
/"Auuirrrc rna tcMuiimrc wnni 1 iix iv« nuiwuiu i iv..» 
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CO 
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TABIE II 

LIFT AND rKTEBKEREHCE, BRAG ARD IN'lEKtfKKENCB, AND PITCHUKJ MOMENT 

AND INTERFERENCE 0? FUSELAGE IN WING-FUSELAGE COMBINATIONS 

[Continuation of table HI In reference 2] 

Cambi- 
nation *°L <\ •tyl* 

^L ACT. 
De 

4°• mo/4 *>L *v 0/4 

a = 0° a * 4° a - 12° 

S38 O.OO5 0.0047 o.oo4 0.019 0.0051t. 0.012 O.O28 O.OO75 0.024 
239 .030 ,oo44 .001 .053 .0048 .006 .068 .0076 .012 
240 .008 .Q04l .002 .029 .oo48 .010 .067 .OO65 .018 
24l .004 .0036 .000 .029 .oo42 .007 .071 •0053 .018 
242 •008 .0038 -.002 .029 .0041 .008 .054 .0059 .017 
243 -.003 .0037 

.0030 
.001 .021 .0042 .006 .066 .0052 •012 

244 -.008 .002 .013 .ootn .012 .036 .0047 .027 
245 «003 •0037 -.001 .021 .0041 .008 .056 .0051 .019 
246 -.008 .oo4i -.002 .009 •0045 .006 .026 •0059 .021 
247 -.00»* .0036 .000 . .010 .004l .007 .045 .0049 .019 
248 -,005 .0047 -.oo4 -.005 .0052 .002 -.042 .0129- .010 
249 -.030 .oo44 -.001 -.018 .0049 .004 -.009 .0064 .005 
250 -.015 .0043 .005 -.010 .0050 .009 .003 .0060 .018 
251 .020 .0047 .000 •031 .0054 .000 .055 .0066 .002 
252 .009 .0038 -.001 .025 .0043 .002 .047 .0048 .006 
253 .015 .0043 -.005 •031 .0051 -.001 -.020 .0245 -.007 
251; -.020 .0047 .000 •003 .0049 -OO3 .023 .0056 -.008 
255 -.028 .0037 .009 -.023 .0040 .011 -.018 •0053 .019 
256 .001 .0038 -.001 .012 .0043 -.001 .025 .0070 .002 
257 .010 .0031 -.002 .023 .0032 .000 .04p .0047 .005 
258 .020 .0029 -.001 •03^ .0031 -.001 .062 .0044 .002 
259 •973 .1264 -.200 .976 .1261 -.211 •965 .1289 -.220 
260 .028 •0037 -.009 •035 .0045 -.007 .022 •0079 -.006 
26l -.001 .0038 .001 .015 .0042 .003 •015 .0058 -.002 

a= -4° a- 0° a« 8° 

262 -0.017 o.oo44 -0.011 0.002 0.0041 -0.002 0.031 00042 0.000 

a = 0° a-.*0 a-12° 

263 0.006 0.0071 -0.001 O.O28 O.O082 O.OO8 0.064 0.0155 0.015 
264 .009 .0038 .000 .030 .OO38 .009 .067 .0051 .023 
265 .004 .0038 .000 .031 •0039 .006 .083 .0047 .015 
266 .027 .0019 -.003 •0l*7 .0019 .005 .083 .0038 .019 
267 .020 .0027 -.006 .051 .0029 .005 .103 .0053 .020 

NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
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TABU HI— PKTHCTPAL AEMEOTAKIC CBABAÜBRlällLCS OF VO&-I02SLHM C0KBHA3iaB 
1   (fcoatlimatlan cf tabl» T in referenda C 

Di&grua 
representing 
DOHbllAtlOn* 

LCDgl- Iftrtl- Angle tift- SpU. 
tadlcal oal of COXTS effi- 
J0.1- J0.1- «ing •lop» ciency 

Ucn, Mt- . (p« fBotor 
d/o i/c tixte, degree), 

(1^6.86) 

• 
-crater 
por- 
tion, 

»0 

Lift co- 
efficient 
at inter- 
ference 
terbl« 

tu 

IT» I», 
««00° 

41 IH.ot- 

3.7X10° 

BaotangnlAT IACA 0012 alxfoll Yith «net **<»npi«i- fn—lny 

0.8^. o.ooao 0 4)10   0.000 *1-S "I.* °1~39 

238 0.33 w.eo *1.5 =1.5« 

WlttL tapemd fll2*ta 5.8J .012* »L.S 

.082 3.83 »M «L* 

With ta^nd. fllleta 5-83 •l-3* 

2*2 3^5 H.O *1-S3 •l* 

2*3      Vith taper«! fill»t»     0 *1.3 1.* V«6 

Baotaoeolar KACJl 0012 airfoil with Izmrtad. telaogular fn—1«a» 

EU. 0.080 «•83 o.t*o %>.? •1.27 

<z eVJ Vitil taper«! fillat» •83 •WO "I« 

C= =J 
2*T With taparaa flixata 3-»3 *1.3 •1.38 °1.3* 

•33 3.80 «l.ta "1.33 

2*9     Witk taper»! rillet« »1.1 »!.** 

Baotangolar IAOL 0012 airfoil vltk «not elliptical foselaa« 

0.38 0.078 5.8J *1.3 °1.5* »1.3V 

231  With taper« fillet« 5.83 .0128 *1.3 
Dl.*5 

<^Z> V.85 «L.22 

••38 3.83 "1.38 "I.* 

23* With tigei»! flllata 3^3 -0128 "LSI 

IKHOML «JTESOtT 
IIIIIJ I III TOB JXROMXTnCS 
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' Tun m. - HtmaiPAL jEcnxouHxc OAHACEntxancs or vixHraaLUE ooaDwacas - OOTCLOTO 

ropraaaatlng 
ooablna&ona 

Oom- 
»In- 
aticn 

tuim&l 

tux, 
toal- 
tlOB* 
k/o 

iDgL* 
Of 

win« 
Ht- 
ting, 
1 

Ca.«) 

Llft- 
otu-ra 
alopa 
(par 
dagraa), 

(A.66) 

Span 
affi- 
cianojr 
faotoTj 

X. 
poal- 

lift •*- 
•«HHot 
at lAtar- 
faranca 
tartla, 

%» 
(1) 

TRHot 
««•no« 

4L 
KTaat- 
IT» »>. 
S.TXW« 

Zaparal MCJL 0018-09 airfoil »Itt «not alllptloai fuaala«. 

Vine aloa« • 0-077 \l.a •l* 

«55 .078 >.* V; VM *1*» 

478 ».« V, »LJO »1.3« 

».« *W •l-H 

*»» Witi taper»! fillatl *.8J •»1.5 *1.» »1.M 

•tjn 
nth miat. »Da 
0.S0O apllt flap 
aaflaotal <a°  

3-x *l.tt 

478 a«8j •l.« •IJI 

2fiL      With taparad flllata V.» 418     401      *1.5 *i.j*    *iJt 

Baotangalar IA01 Ul! airfoil »lOi arts« amptloal fuaala<a 

Vlng • 0-076 040?« •0.0(9 *1^ «l* *!.» 

••90 \-5 H* •it» 

botUjUu no* OCU airfoil Uta •ml alllptloai faaalaaa 

Qg> aft tutu flllata ani 
aoiflaa analna 

5.80 *1A »1.M *1.3t 

Xaotaneolar XaCa, 0012 airfoil vlth hoxlaontal alllptloal fOMlaa« 

<z 0461 S».&? 0.03* »I.S8 "l*S 

269      Vita taparaa flllata 4118     40 408      400       *1.J »l.JT      Vjt 

Uparad MCA 0018-09 airfoil «to borltontal alllpUoal fuala«a 

T 
Vlth taparoi flllata ft) .90 *1.J °1«. *1.30 

267       Vltb_ZAa7 ***** 
flUata.  

•f% JjkT    -408      *!.* 14J      "Ida. 

^Xottor. rafar to tjpaa of arag earraa aaaoalata&< vita »a Intarfaraoca ourUa aa follawai 

^ttar. 

<*. 
rjpa 0 

tJ,b 

rafar to aoodltlon at lift a. folio»»! •> raaaoaaalr ataadj- at 0, j 

*, ««11 lo.. of lift V.^D4 C^, °, lar«. loa, of 11« aarai c^ a» m^rtato 

T*1M of Cj.        . 

3poor MTMMbfc 1* hl^i-apMd. nnt*> 

Pooc igrMMQt 0T*r «feel* ran«t • 

'poor ftcnauGt lm kl*-llft noci. 

SapU. IBCXMM la. 4xtf pr*c*U&c teflnlta ta««lcftcMn> 

^Tklua tatet holds ajarozlj»t*lj' «natHit or«r UMfil 

NATIONAL ADVISORY 
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Fig, 2 NACA TN Not 1272 
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Figure 2.-   Characteristics for various vertical wing positions. 
Rectangular NACA 0012 airfoil and erect triangular fuselage, 
both without and with fillets. 



NACA TN No.  1272 Fig. 3 
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Figure 3.-   Characteristics for various vertical wing positions. 
Rectangular NACA 0012 airfoil and inverted triangular 
fuselage, both without and with fillets. 



Fig. 4 NACA TN No.  1272 
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Figure 4.-   Characteristics for various vertical wing positions. 
Rectangular NACA 0012 airfoil and erect elliptical fuselage. 



NACA TN No.  1272 
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Figure 5.-   Effect of normal tapered fillets on the characteristics 
of combinations with the erect elliptical fuselage.   Rectangular 
NACA 0012 airfoil. 



Fig. 6 NACA TN No.  1272 
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Figure 6.-   Characteristics for various wing shapes.   Erect 
elliptical fuselage, midwing position. 



NACA TN No.  1272 
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Figure 7. -   Effects of adding a cowled engine and fillets upon 
the characteristics of a combination with the erect 
elliptical fuselage.   MLdwing position. 



Fig. 8 NACA TN No.  1272 
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Figure 8.-   Characteristics for various fuselage shapes. 
Rectangular NACA. 0012 airfoil.   Midwing. position. 



NACA TN No.  1272 Fig. 9 
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Figure 9.-   Characteristics for various fuselage shapes. 
Rectangular NACA 0012 airfoil.   Low-wing position. 



Fig. 10 NACA TN No.  1272 
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Figure" 10.-   Characteristics for various combinations with 
the horizontal elliptical fuselage. 



NACA TN No.  1272 Figs. 11,12 

Figure 11.-   Combination 239 (combination 249 inverted). 

Figure 12.-   Combination 243 (combination 245 inverted). 



NACA TN No. 1272 
Figs. 13,14 

«fceerjgr 

Hgureis.-   Combinati 
on 254 (combination 251 inverted). 

^Figure 14.- 
Combination 261 (combination 

256 inverted). 



NACA TN No.  1272 Figs. 15,16 

Figure 15.-   Combinations 258, 263, 265. 

Figure 16.-   Combination 267. 
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